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Artificial Intelligence - CS 304

(Proper & Repeat)

r all Questions

Briefly describe the term "AI technique"?

Clearly explain "State Space Represetrtation"

Briefly describe the "Breadth - First Search"

Consider the following problem:

"You are doing some research in the laboralory; you urgently need two liters of water to

continue your successful process. Water is available in the tap. But there is no

measurement units ale available in the laboratory. Only you have two jars with the

maximum capacity of ten liters and seven liters. There are no measwement units

available in thejars. You are lequested to catch the two liters of water into the 1en liters

jar.

Define the production rules for this problem.

Draw the state space for this problem using "Depth First Seajch"

technique.

iil) List all the possible solutions ofthis problem

Clearly describe the major aomponents of a "Planning Systom". (16)

Express the "STRIPS' style to the block world operators "STACK", 'UNSTACK",

'?ICKUP', and "PUTDOWN" using clear definitiom of "P(Precondition)",

"DOelete)", and "A(Add)" (24)
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a) What do you mean by the term "Ileuristic Search"?

b) Briefly describe the algodthm of',Steepest - Ascent Hill Climbing',.

c) Clearly explain the "Best - Firgt Searc h" rsi\g the "OR Glaph".

d) Explain "A*" algorithm and it use? Q0)
e) What is the purpose of using the "Constraint Satisfaction" in AI?

Briefly explain the "Resolution" algorithm i\"Predicate Logic".

\[&y we are using "U\ificatiort" \n"Prcdicate Logic"? Explain with ar algorithn,

Consider rhe following slaremems:

Jhon likes all kind offood.

Apples are food.

Chicken is food.

Anlthing anyone eats and isn't killed by is food.

Bill eats peanuts and is still alive.

Sue eats ever]'thing Bill eats.

Translate these sentelces into formulas in prcdicate logic,

Prove that Jhon likes peanuts using backward chaining.

Convert the formulas of part (i) in to clause form.

Using resolurions. prove rhar Jhon lilies peanuts.

Consider a block world consisting of a number of blocks on a table and robot -
which can handle only one block al a time. Assuming that there is enough space on

table and the robot - arm is empty in initial state. Use the ,,goal stack p

concepts to find out the goal state ofthe following: (60)

Initial state Goal State
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